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Glitter force candy transformation

in: Transformation, Glitter Force (series) See the source comment Share This page is about transformation in the original Glitter Force. For the transformation in Glitter Force Doki Doki, see Glitter Force Makeover! (Doki Doki). Glitter Force Makeover!, known in Japan as Pretty Cure! Smile Fee! (プリキュア!スマルイ
チャージ! Purikyua! Sumairu Chāji!) is a transformation phrase used by members of the Glitter Force in the first Glitter Force. To enable their transformation, Members of the Glitter Force need their Glitter Pact and glitter charm of their transformation. List of Glitter Lucky First Appearances --&gt; Episode 1 Glitter Sunny -&gt; Episode 2 Lucky and Sunny --&gt; Episode 3 Glitter Peace --&gt; Episode 3 Lucky,Sunny, and Peace --&gt; Episode 4 Glitter Spring --&gt; Episode 4 Lucky, Sunny, Peace, and Spring--&gt; Episode 5 Glitter Breeze--&gt; Episode 5 Lucky, Sunny, Peace, Spring, and Breeze --&gt; Episode 6 Lucky, Sunny, Peace ,
Spring, and Breeze --&gt; Episode 8 Glitter Candy --&gt; Episode 8 Lucky , Sunny, Peace, Spring, and Breeze --&gt; Episode 15 Lucky, Sunny, Peace, Spring, and Breeze (as children) --&gt; Episode 30 Sequences Emily to Glitter Lucky Emily's Glitter Pact opens. He puts his transformation of Glitter Charm into recess in
the Glitter Pact and says, Insert Glitter Charm! Then, he said, Glitter Force Makeover! to begin its transformation. A puff of powder emerged from the Glitter Pact, and when Emily grabbed it, she said, Glitter Puff! Apply shades of power! He taps the puff once into his arm to make his armband appear (say, Puff, puff,
Glitter Bands!). Next, she taps the puff twice to her feet to make her boots appear (Puff, puff, Glitter Boots!). Then, she taps the puff three times to her chest, causing her top and skirt to appear (Puff, puff, puff! I'm glitter-tastic!). Eventually, her hair changed, and she tapped a puff onto her cheek to make blush appear on
her face. Lucky Glitter fell from the sky and overturned in the air. After landing on his feet, he shouted his slogans and posed. Kelsey to Glitter Sunny The Glitter Pact opens, and Kelsey arranges the Red Ribbon Glitter Charm into recess as she says, Insert Glitter Charm! This led to the Glitter Pact saying, Activate the
Glitter Pact! The red light lights up first, followed by seven lights inside the Glitter Pact in a row. Kelsey then shouted, Glitter Force Makeover! The Glitter Pact produces powder puffs, which Kelsey taps on the Glitter Pact to collect the magic powder. When he did this, he said, Glitter Puff! Apply shades of power! She
snaps her fingers to light her puffs and applies them once to her chest, surrounding herself with fire that then forms the protector of her arms (which Kelsey breeds, Glitter Bands!), shoes (Glitter Boots!), and dresses (This girl is on fire!). Her hair then changed and color, and his eyes turn orange too. Finally, she pats a
puff of powder onto her cheeks to give them a reddish glow. After the change, Sunny Glitter flies down Sky, land on his feet. She introduces herself and expresses her battle cries, before striking the final pose. Lily to Glitter Peace The Glitter Pact opens, and Lily arranges the yellow ribbon of Glitter Charm into recess as
she says, Insert Glitter Charm! This led to the Glitter Pact saying, Activate the Glitter Pact! The yellow light lights up first, followed by seven lights inside the Glitter Pact in a row. Lily then shouts, Glitter Force Makeover! The Glitter Pact produces powdered puffs, which Lily taps to the Glitter Pact to collect magic powder.
When he did this, he said, Glitter Puff! Apply shades of power! She clapped between her hands five times to spread the magic powder into the air around her, which then formed her arm protector (which Lily said, Glitter Bands!), shoes (Glitter Boots!), and dresses. The bow on her dress appeared with a crack of lightning,
and Lily said, The power of peace! Her hair then changed in length and color, and her eyes became a brighter color as well. Finally, she pats a puff of powder onto her cheeks to give them a reddish glow. After the change, Glitter Peace flies from the sky, landing on his feet. She introduces herself and expresses her battle
cries, before striking the final pose. April to Glitter Spring The Glitter Pact opens, and April arranges a green ribbon of Glitter Charm into recess as she says, Insert Glitter Charm! This led to the Glitter Pact saying, Activate the Glitter Pact! The green light lights up first, followed by seven lights inside the Glitter Pact in a
row. April then shouted, Glitter Force Makeover! The Glitter Pact produces powdered puffs, which April taps on the Glitter Pact to collect the magic powder. When he did this, he said, Glitter Puff! Apply shades of power! She uses her puffs to draw a magic powder triangle, which then explodes into the wind that forms her
arm protector (as April says, Glitter Bands!), shoes (Glitter Boots!), and dresses (Spring has sprung up!). Her hair then changed in length and color, and her eyes became a brighter color as well. Finally, she pats a puff of powder onto her cheeks to give them a reddish glow. After the change, Glitter Spring flies from the
sky, landing on its feet. She introduces herself and expresses her battle cries, before striking the final pose. Chloe to Glitter Breeze The Glitter Pact opens, and Chloe arranges the glitter charm blue ribbon into recess as she says, Insert Glitter Charm! This led to the Glitter Pact saying, Activate the Glitter Pact! The blue
lights light up first, followed by seven lights inside the Glitter Pact in a row. Chloe then shouted, Glitter Force Makeover! The Glitter Pact produces powder puffs, which Chloe taps on the Glitter Pact to collect the magic powder. When he Here, he said, Glitter Puff! Apply shades of power! She blows her puffs to spread the
magic powder into the air, which then forms her shoes (which Chloe says, Glitter Glitter skirts, arm protectors (Glitter Bands.), and tops. Her bow appeared in a light ball and Chloe said, Oh, very cool! Her hair then changed in length and color, and her eyes became a brighter color as well. Finally, she pats a puff of
powder onto her cheeks to give them a reddish glow. After the change, glitter breeze flies down from the sky, landing on its feet. She introduces herself and expresses her battle cries, before striking the final pose. Emily to Glitter Candy The Glitter Pact opens, and Emily, who is on Candy's body, arranges a pink ribbon of
Glitter Charm into recess as she says, Insert Glitter Charm! Glitter Pact replied, Activate the Glitter Pact! The pink light lights up first, followed by seven lights inside the Glitter Pact in a row. Emily then shouted, Glitter Force Makeover! The Glitter Pact produces powder puffs, which Emily taps on the Glitter Pact to collect
the magic powder. Emily tapped her chest, causing the top of her dress to appear. Later, a pink silhouette of her skirt and boots appeared. Her right boot fully materialized, followed by her left boot and then her skirt. Bows and clips of her wing-shaped hair appear and her hair lengthwise and change style. Finally, Glitter
Candy falls from the sky, says her battle cry, introduces herself, and poses last. The transformation as the children of The Glitter Pact opened and April set the Glitter Charm piece into recess. This causes the light to shine, followed by other lights. Then the kids scream in unison, Glitter Force Makeover! After that they
hold hands in circles, spin and laugh. In flashes of golden light, they change. The children then let go and fell to the ground. They then say their catch phrase, though not without failure, as a gust of wind knocks glitter aqua and a blast of snow makes the Glitter Breeze shiver. Later, the girls lined up, held hands, and said
their group slogans, but were out of sync. At Glitter Lucky's whispers, they tried again. They caught the wrong one, but synchronised this time, so Glitter Lucky stated that it was pretty close. The group then posed. Finally, they celebrate after successfully completing their transformation. Trivia In episode 8 (Glitter
Switchers), Emily can still transform candy's body, but she takes on a new form. As Glitter Candy, her clothes remain the same, only smaller to fit the Candy. Candy's ears are styled to look like a Lucky Glitter twintail in this form. In episode 30, where they are all restored to very young children, all their transformations are
very different, and their final poses are also shown from different angles than usual. Lucky Glitter Gallery (Solo) Enter the Charm of Glitter! Glitter Pact: Activate the Glitter Pact!' Here you go, Glitter Force. Glitter Puff! Apply shades of power! Puff puffs, Glitter Bands! Puff puffs, Glitter Boots! Patted a puff on his face. Add
photos to this gallery of Sunny Glitter (Solo) Insert Glitter Charm! Glitter Pact: Enable Glitter I'm leaving! Glitter Force Makeover! Glitter Puff! Apply shades of power! Patted a puff on his face. ... You play with fire! Add photos to this gallery of Glitter Peace (Solo) Insert Glitter Charm! Glitter Pact: Activate the Glitter Pact!
All right, Glitter Force Makeover! Glitter Puff! Apply shades of power! Patted a puff on his face. Add photos to this gallery of Glitter Spring (Solo) Insert Glitter Charm! Glitter Pact: Activate the Glitter Pact! This is it! Glitter Force Makeover! Glitter Puff! Apply shades of power! Patted a puff on his face. Add photos to this
gallery of Glitter Breeze (Solo) Insert Glitter Charm! Glitter Pact: Activate the Glitter Pact! Here you go, Glitter Force Makeover! Glitter Puff! Apply shades of power! Patted a puff on his face. Add photos to this gallery of Glitter Candy Insert Glitter Charm! Glitter Pact: Activate the Glitter Pact! This is it! Glitter Force
Makeover! Glitter Puff! Apply shades of power! Glitter Candy skirts and boots began to appear. Glitter Candy skirts and boots finished appearing. Glitter Candy's bows and hairpins began to appear. Candy's glitter bow and finished hairpin appeared. Candy's hair is starting to change. Blush appears on Candy's cheeks.
The power of desire! Add photos to this gallery of Lucky Glitter Catchphrase Group shoots forward. Glitter Sunny shoots forward. Glitter Peace shoots ahead. Glitter Spring shoots ahead. Glitter Breeze shoots forward. It's time to light our way to a happy ending! Five lights meet. This group stands together. Glitter Lucky:
Ready, girls? Shine bright! Here's the Glitter Army! The background changes in golden light explosionGlitter Lucky performs his own catchphrase in Episode 30. It's time to light our way to a happy ending! The pink glow of Lucky Glitter soars towards the centerzooming behind the LuckyA Glitter close-up of Lucky Glitter's
brightly lit eyes! Here's the Glitter Army! Add photos to this transform gallery as a children's group: Insert Glitter Charm! Glitter Pact: Activate the Glitter Pact! All together! Glitter Force Makeover! Children bathed in golden light. The kids are changing. ... You play with fire! Glitter Sunny jumped backwards. Glitter Peace
giggles mischievously for himself. Glitter Peace sings to herself as she runs backwards. Gusts of wind caused glitter spring to vibrate. A gust of cold wind causes the Glitter Breeze to shiver. The kids say their catch phrases are out of sync. The kids stopped when they realized they were out of sync. Glitter Lucky: Once
again! It's time to light our happy path to a happy ending, yay! Glitter Lucky: Pretty close! Shine bright! Here's the Glitter Army! Children celebrate their successful transformation. Add photos to this gallery Other Girls say, Glitter Force Makeover! Together, with Emily in the middle. Kelsey is at the center of the episode
which was cut between Episodes America 28 and 30.Lily was at the center in Episode 28.Chloe was at the center in Episode 31.Candy tried and failed to fail On Emily's body. Add photos to this gallery transformations Glitter Force (series) Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Note.
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